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about Liz Nehdi

I am an American artist and textile designer 
based in London and specialize in digital 
surface pattern designs based on my original 
paintings. These pattern designs can be 
applied to virtually any surface - fabric, 
canvas, Formica, wallpaper, or the exterior of 
a car, to name a few.  

I was born near Washington DC, in 1982 and 
grew up in Bethesda MD. I studied at 
Dartmouth College (USA) and the University 
of the Arts London - Chelsea College of Art & 
Design and Central St. Martins - and 
received a BA in Studio Art with Honors and 
an MA in Textile Design with Distinction.

After working in publishing and online media 
for several years, I have returned to my 
passion for creating. I seek to create 
cherished, enduring objects that imbue life 
with joy and serve as more than mere props  
– and in doing so encourage slower, more 
meaningful consumption.

There may appear an inherent contradiction 
between today’s careless consumption 
patterns and the notion that products should 
be more meaningful. However, building on 
the assertion that waste is the result of a 
missing bond between object and user, I aim 
to show that thoughtful design can increase 
an object’s emotional significance and thus 
reconfigure the object-user relationship to 
reduce waste.

My work explores how the combination of 
artistic and handcrafted techniques, memory 
evocation and new technology can induce 
lasting bonds between user and object in this 
post-modern world.

I travel extensively and have lived in the 
United States, United Kingdom, France and 
Singapore.

I am always interested in new surface 
pattern design challenges and am available 
for full-time jobs, part-time work and 
freelance projects. Please feel free to contact 
me at liz.nehdi@gmail.com or 07429340998. 



oraNgiNa ii
Orangina II (below) was my final project for 
my MA in Textile Design at the Chelsea 
College of Art & Design. I completely 
transformed a 1974 Citroen 2CV by 
applying my surface pattern designs to the 
interior and exterior of the car. I 
created a series of paintings inspired by my 
love of France - including the rolling hills of 
Provence, rose wine and the bubbly Orangina 
beverage, as well as my interest in 
Australian aboriginal dot paintings and the 
psychedelia of the ‘60s and ‘70s.

I have more recently applied the patterns 
from the Orangina II project to household 
objects such as pillows, mugs and device 
cases, which are available for purchase 
through my online shop: liznehdi.com/shop



The surface pattern below was created using a combination of watercolours, gouache, 
acrylics and pen. I then digitised the painting and manipulated it in Photoshop. For Orangina 
II, this pattern was printed onto durable vinyl and then adhered onto the surface of the car’s 
exterior. 

2CV



The black and white  pattern above was digitally printed onto heavyweight cotton canvas 
and used to upholster the seats of the 2CV. Hot pink piping was added to provide a pop of 
colour and link the seats to the colourful patterns that adorn other parts of the car.

I also hand embellished the accessories in the interior of the car - seat belts were covered in 
ribbon and the steering wheel and windows were trimmed in meters of braid.

Following



The design below was created by 
layering watercolours with masking fluid, 
which was then removed. This pattern was 
applied to the walls in the interior of the 2CV. 

Subjugated
Following



LemoN Lime & fruit PuNch

I work in an iterative way and in the process 
of finding the perfect combination of 
patterns to adorn Orangina II, I created a 
series of pattern designs that weren’t quite 
right for that project, but that I find very 
successful in their own right. Here is a 
selection of those designs. 

All patterns originated as drawings and 
paintings, which were then digitised and 
manipulated with Photoshop.

Fly Away



Orange Groove

Fly Away



Voyeur en Rose



Voyeur en Rose

Psychedelic Haring



Pink 
Haring



hyPNoSiS
These surface pattern designs are loosely grouped under the title Hypnosis. The patterns 
were hand painted and drawn and then manipulated with Photoshop.

Pink 
Haring



Bubblegum Hypnosis



Primary Hypnosis



curreNcy
This collection of surface patterns is entitled 
Currency. I am inspired by the delicate lines 
and colours of currency collected from my 
travels around the world. I plan to revisit this 
inspiration for future collections.  All 
patterns were hand painted and drawn and 
then manipulated using Photoshop.



Currency II



Currency I



Currency III

Currency I



Currency IV



KaLeidoScoPe
The following designs were inspired by the 
mesmerising swirls and curves that you see 
when looking through a kaleidoscope.  The 
patterns were hand painted and drawn and 
then manipulated using Photoshop.

Kaleidoscope I





Kaleidoscope II



Untitled PeaNutS



Polka Gravure

PeaNutS

diced



Bauhaus Revisited



aborigiNaL exPreSSioNiSm

I continually find myself inspired by abstract 
expressionism and Australian aboriginal dot 
paintings. In the the following designs I 
combine my appreciation of the two with my 
love of bold, vibrant colours.  All patterns 
were hand painted and drawn and then 
manipulated using Photoshop.

Transitional Object



Cougar



Cougar

Barbie on Acid



Orange Fizz



Psychedelic Sea



Neopolitan and Ice

be boP
This next series of designs reflects the 
unique combination of play, improvisation, 
and emotion present in jazz. All patterns 
were hand painted and drawn and then 
manipulated using Photoshop.



Hand in Hand



Bop



Be



Agrabah



Agrabah

Resist Much



Men in Tights

digitaL meetS aNaLogue

I am fascinated by the interplay and 
contrast possible by combining handcrafted 
and digital techniques. These two designs 
are digitised versions of a mixed media work 
on paper.



Density



dreamScaPeS
In these final two designs I combine layers of seemingly 
unrelated imagery - both representational and abstract - to 
create dreamlike scenes. Original mixed media works on 
paper combine gravure sur carton, gouache, watercolour, 
pen and pencil.

All singing not as one



All singing not as one

Untitled


